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For the development of polymer carpets as active devices for micro- and nanotechnology, a control of the polymer carpet morphology and especially control of the stimulus responsive polymer brush is needed. Here, we report on the first example for the fabrication of patterned polymer carpets. On a two-dimensional framework of fully crosslinked and chemically patterned nanosheets, polymer brushes of styrene and 4-vinyl pyridine were grafted by self-initiated surface photopolymerization and photografting (SIPGP). It was found that polymer grafting by SIPGP occurred over the entire nanosheets but with a preferred grafting on the amino functionalized nanosheet areas. This results in continuous polymer carpets with an intact nanosheet framework but with amplification of the chemical patterning into a three dimensional topography of the grafted polymer brush. In the case of negative patterned nanosheets, the patterned carpet could be prepared as freestanding ultrathin membranes. Furthermore, swelling experiments with poly(4-vinyl pyridine) carpets showed that the patterns induces a directional buckling of the flexible polymer carpet. This may open the possibility of the development of micro- or nanoactuator devices with anisotropic responds upon environmental changes.
as active devices for micro- and nanotechnology, control of the polymer carpet morphology and especially control of the stimulus-responsive polymer brush is needed. There are several straightforward possibilities to tailor the overall shape of the polymer carpet on various length scales, such as simple mechanical cutting or destructive lithographic techniques using, for example, ion beams, rolling, bending, folding, etc. Here, we report on an approach to control the polymer brush layer morphology while preserving a continuous nanosheet of crosslinked SAM; in other words, keeping the 2D framework of the nanosheet intact and only introducing a chemically patterned template for selective or preferential polymer grafting. Such systems were recently proposed in an excellent review by Schlüter et al.  

2. Results and Discussion

For the preparation of patterned polymer carpets, a chemically patterned nanosheet was first prepared. As recently reported, electron lithography was used along with an exchange reaction to create fully crosslinked and chemically patterned SAMs with areas of biphenyl thiol (cBT) and 4′-amino-1,1′-biphenyl-4-thiol (cABT) on gold. This 2D template was then used for surface-initiated photopolymerization. The complete preparation of patterned polymer carpets is outlined in Scheme 1.

The positive- or negative-patterned cBT/cABT nanosheets were detached from the gold substrate and transferred to a silicon nitride substrate as a support. The substrates were then immersed in bulk styrene and irradiated with UV light (spectral range: 300–400 nm, $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 350$ nm) for 30 min to form a polystyrene layer by self-initiated surface photopolymerization and photografting (SIPGP), analogous to the fabrication of homogeneous polymer carpets.

Figure 1 shows the optical micrographs of a) positive- and b) negative-patterned nanosheets after the SIPGP with styrene. For both cases, the formation of amplified patterns is clearly visible. The patterned polypyrrole carpets were then detached from the substrate and transferred to TEM grids following the same protocol as reported previously. In the micrographs (Figure 1c,d) the successful preparation of freestanding patterned polymer carpets is shown. For negative-patterned carpets, the ultrathin membranes could be directly transferred as intact sheets with only minor defects. However, in the case of positive patterning, preferred defects and detachment around the patterned areas were noticed during the transfer process (see Supporting Information (SI), Figure S1). This is probably because of the very thin polymer layer created on the large cBT areas.

The SIPGP grafting mechanism relies on the radical abstraction of surface-bonded groups by the photoactivated vinyl monomers. The probability of the radical abstraction reaction which leads to polymer grafting by free-radical, surface-initiated polymerization is determined by the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the respective surface groups. A low BDE results in facilitated abstraction and thus increased polymer grafting, higher grafting density, and, because of the brush scaling law, a thicker polymer layer. Additionally, during the ongoing SIPGP grafting reaction, radical abstraction will occur on already grafted polymer chains, leading to branching. However, in a previous study for the SIPGP of vinyl monomers on crosslinked SAMs of biphenyl thiols with different end-functions for the formation of polymer brushes, it was found that the branching is significantly higher than expected for free-radical, surface-initiated polymerization. In the same study, we investigated different grafting efficiencies as a function of the BDE of surface-bonded functions using crosslinked and differently functionalized biphenyl SAMs, specifically on cABT and cBT surfaces. The BDE of
the aromatic C–H bond for cBT is about 111 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and for the N–H bond for cABT only 89.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Because for both surface groups the BDE is relatively low, grafting was observed on both surfaces but with a significantly thicker polystyrene brush formation on cABT areas. Figure 2 shows the AFM scans of a single-structure array, along with detailed scans and their section analysis of supported positive- and negative-patterned cBT/cABT nanosheets after the SIPGP of styrene and a thorough cleaning procedure.

As expected, polymer grafting occurred over the entirety of the nanosheets, but with significantly thicker polystyrene (PS) brushes formed on the cABT areas. In both cases, for negative and positive patterns, the height difference within the formed PS layer is almost the same and calculates to 10–12 nm. The period (center-to-center spacing) of the dots is 2.45 \(\mu\text{m}\) and of wells 2.56 \(\mu\text{m}\); thus, this is a direct transfer of the structure period of the R1.2/1.3 carbon foil mask of 2.5 \(\mu\text{m}\). The average full-width-at-half-maxima of wells and dots are 1.54 and 1.49 \(\mu\text{m}\) and thus somewhat larger than the mask openings of 1.2 \(\mu\text{m}\), partially due to the lateral relaxation of the polymer brush film grown on the nanosheet framework,\(^{27–32}\) but mainly because of the experimental setup, which causes a small gap to exist between the mask and the substrate plane. AFM analysis of the unpatterned areas of cBT or cABT reveal a smooth and uniform PS brush without any distinct surface topography (Figure 2a,c). This is in agreement with our pervious observations, as buckling of supported PS carpets is not observable for PS brush layer thicknesses below approximately 70 nm.\(^3\) To determine the absolute layer thicknesses for the PS brush formed on cABT and cBT surfaces, additional AFM investigations were performed at the edges of the carpets (see SI, Figure S2). At the cBT edges (negative patterning) the PS layer thickness is calculated as approximately 17 ± 2 \(\mu\text{m}\), and at the cABT edges (positive patterning) as 24 ± 2 \(\mu\text{m}\). Thus, the thickness of the polymer layer formed on the cABT and cBT functionalized surface areas is almost identical and the relative difference of the layer thicknesses formed on both surfaces is nearly the same.

Besides styrene, SIPGP was also performed with 4-vinyl pyridine (4VP) on negatively patterned cBT/cABT nanosheets. Nanosheet preparation and transfer onto a silicon nitride support was carried out as described above, only this time a R1/4 carbon foil mask (hole diameter: 2 \(\mu\text{m}\), center-to-center distance: 4 \(\mu\text{m}\)) was used. The SIPGP was performed for 4 h and the cleaning procedure was carried out with a different set of solvents to ensure quantitative removal of nongrafted polymer.\(^1\)

Figure 3a,b shows AFM scans of the obtained patterned areas. As for styrene, the SIPGP with 4VP amplifies the chemical pattern of the nanosheet into a 3D-patterned polymer carpet. Again, grafting occurs on the entire fully crosslinked nanosheet, but with preferred grafting on the cABT areas due to the lower BDE of the N–H bond of the 4’-amino group. Since the polymerization time was four times longer, the resulting P4VP layer is significantly thicker and the height difference between the P4VP brushes formed on cBT and cABT regions is significant, approximately 120 nm higher (see SI, Figure S3). In contrast to the thin PS carpet where no buckling was observed, the thicker P4VP carpet shows buckling in the collapsed (dry) state. The topography of unpatterned cABT areas (Figure 3c) is very similar to our previous observations on thick homogeneous P4VP carpets under bad solvent conditions (dry collapsed state).\(^3\) Analogous to our previous experiments on the stimulus-responsive P4VP carpets, the patterned P4VP carpet was submerged in ethanol (good solvent) and the dry, opaque carpet instantaneously became optically transparent, as reported before. Interestingly, AFM analysis on the partially swollen P4VP carpet gave a different overall morphology, as displayed in Figure 3d–f). The carpet morphology of unpatterned areas was changed significantly, and, most interestingly, within the patterned areas the buckling direction of the swollen carpet correlated in a characteristic way to the cBT/cABT patterning, forming directed buckles that originated and ended between adjacent cBT wells (Figure 3e). Apparently, the changed
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**Figure 2.** AFM scans of a,b) positive- and c,d) negative-patterned polystyrene carpets on a silicon nitride substrate support. a) Overview scan (above) and section analysis (below) of a row of PS dots created by the preferred grafting of styrene on the cABT areas (the apparent curvature of the scan is due to plane fitting). b) A detailed AFM scan reveals a height difference of approximately 10–12 nm. c) Overview scan (above) and section analysis (below) of a row of wells created from negative cBT/cABT patterned nanosheets. d) Detailed scan of the same structure. Section analysis of an arbitrary row of wells gives a depth of 11–12 nm.
Figure 3. AFM scans of a patterned P4VP carpet. a) Overview scan (80 μm × 80 μm; z: 213 nm) of the negative cBT/cABT patterned area as prepared. b) Detailed 20 μm × 20 μm; z: 166 nm scan of same structure as in (a). c) Detailed scan of unpatterned P4VP carpet grown on a homogeneous cABT area (10 μm × 10 μm; z: 370 nm). d) Overview scan (80 μm × 80 μm; z: 400 nm) at ambient conditions of the same area as in (a) after 15 min exposure to ethanol. e) Detailed scan (20 μm × 20 μm; z: 120 nm) of same structure. The correlation of the patterning and polymer carpet folding is clearly visible. f) Detailed scan of unpatterned P4VP carpet grown on a homogeneous cABT area after ethanol treatment with a significantly changed surface topography but no oriented buckling (10 μm × 10 μm; z: 370 nm).

Ordered buckling as a function of surface patterning has been observed before on soft elastomeric polymer substrates modified with a rigid film, such as evaporated metals[10,7] or silica[8,10]. As outlined by Whitesides et al.[8,10] ordered/directional buckling is caused by the anisotropic release of compressive stress and can be controlled by, for example, the shape[7,10] as well as the size[9] of the patterns relative to the buckling wavelength, λ. Comparison of Figure 3b and c shows clearly that for the same sample and on the same spot no directional buckling (after water treatment, Figure 3b) or strong directional buckling (after ethanol treatment, Figure 3e) of the thin polymer carpet is observable. Analyzing the buckling wavelength at isotropic areas for both states gave a λ of 1.24 ± 0.14 μm after water treatment but λ = 368 ± 34 nm after treatment with ethanol. As the pattern size (well diameter) is about 2.5 μm and thus in the same dimension of λ after water treatment, no significant directional buckling is observable in this state. However, after ethanol treatment, λ is much smaller than the pattern dimension and significant directional buckling characterizes the morphology of the patterned areas of the polymer carpet. Our observation is in nice agreement with the findings reported by Hendricks and Lee for a quite different PDMS/silica system that displayed a strikingly similar surface topography.[11] As the ordered buckling of the polymer carpet may allow the creation of responsive polymer carpets as sensor or actuator devices with unidirectional or at least anisotropic properties, we are currently investigating this relationship in greater detail.

3. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that patterned polymer carpets can be prepared from chemically patterned, fully crosslinked nanosheets of biphenyl thiols by amplification, using self-initiated photopolymerization and photografting of vinyl monomers. Both, positive- and negative-patterned polymer carpets can be fabricated. Swelling of the patterned polymer brush layer in good solvents results in a reversible and distinct morphology change of the flexible polymer carpet. The observed increased buckling of the partially swollen carpets is reversible and, moreover, correlates directly to the patterning. In agreement with previous studies on buckling systems, directional buckling is observable if the buckling wavelength is much smaller than the pattern dimensions. The directional buckling may be useful for the development of sensors and actuators with anisotropic response.[33] Related experiments are currently underway in our laboratories.

4. Experimental Section
Patterned Nanosheets: Fully crosslinked, patterned nanosheets were prepared by employing the procedures described before.[15] In short, a flat Au substrate was first immersed in a 10 mM solution of 4′-nitro-1,1′-biphenyl-4-thiol (NBT, purchased from Taros Chemicals) or 1,1′-biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT, purchased from Platte Valley Scientific) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF p.a., purchased from VWR, dried with 0.4 nm molecular sieve) for 3 days at room temperature. The sample was rinsed with DMF and ethanol and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Patterning/partially crosslinking of the NBT or BT SAM was performed in high vacuum (<5 × 10⁻⁷ mbar, where 1 bar = 10⁵ Pa) with an electron floodgun (Specs FG20) at an electron energy of 100 eV and dose of 20 mC cm⁻². A carbon foil mask (R1.2/1.3 or R1/4, Quantifoil Micro Tools, Jena, Germany) was used as a stencil mask. The patterned/partially crosslinked NBT or BT SAMs were then immersed in a 10 mM solution of BPT or NBT, respectively, in dry DMF at 55 °C for 1 h to 3 days. The sample was rinsed in DMF and ethanol and finally dried in a nitrogen stream. The whole sample was again exposed to 100 eV electrons with a dose of 40 mC cm⁻², resulting in a fully crosslinked positive- or negative-patterned SAM. Crosslinked nanosheets were prepared by detaching the SAM from the gold substrate and transferring it onto a silicon support with a 150 nm thick silicon nitride layer, following the previously published procedure.[15]
Self-Initiated Photografting and Photopolymerization (SIPGP): SIPGP was performed as reported previously.[16,20,22,26,29,34,35] In brief, the fully crosslinked patterned nanosheets on silicon support were immersed into approx. 1 mL of freshly distilled and degassed styrene, or 4-vinyl pyridine (4VP) (Fluka) in a Duran glass photo-reaction vial. Polymerization was performed under irradiation with UV-light (300–400 nm spectral distribution, λmax = 350 nm) under an argon atmosphere at room temperature for 30 min (for styrene) and 4 h (for 4-vinyl pyridine). After the polymerization, the samples were removed from the reaction solution and immediately washed and 4 h (for 4-vinyl pyridine). After the polymerization, the samples were additionally cleaned in ethyl acetate and ethanol.

Freestanding Patterned Carpets: The patterned Carpets were obtained by dissolving the silicon nitride layer in hydrofluoric acid (48%) and transferring the free patterned carpets onto Cu TEM grids (400 mesh, Planoo, Wetzlar, Germany).

Microscopy: Optical microscopy images were taken with an Olympus BX51 (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany). Atomic force microscopy scans were performed with an NTegra atomic force microscope from NT-MDT (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). All scans were performed in noncontact mode using standard tips and under ambient conditions.

Determination of Buckling Wavelength: Buckling wavelengths were determined from AFM scans depicted in Figure 3. Arbitrarily chosen line profiles of polymer carpet areas with isotropic buckling were analyzed and peak-to-peak values (n = 6) averaged. For P4VP carpets, after water treatment the buckling wavelength of 1.24 ± 0.14 μm and after ethanol treatment of 368 ± 34 nm was found.
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